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In total 70 participants (from 170) answered the questions

10. What did you like best / What bothered you?
1) Answer 1
+ Atmosphere, location, catering - None
+ Meeting old friends and colleagues. - Speech during dinner
- very interesting presenations - the content of the conference was well selected - timing of the conference
-Excellently organised Conference -No presentations from German shipyards, Why? -Monday and Tuesday are not really
suitable working days for a conference. International Guests have to travel on Sunday in their free time. -Hotel room in Hotel
Hafen Hamburg needed renovation,
-Missing: position of Authorithies on LNG bunkering - projects world wide with lng bunkerbarges/operations
all good
ambient condition ok some presentation not interesting and not well selected
Best was the speach of Prof. Rulfs Bothering were all the sales Presentations of the speakers.
Best: overview and state of affairs regarding energy saving activities bothering: a few too long and too engineered
presentations
Difficult to differentiate as the Conference as a whole was above expectation. Bothering was only the lack of discipline of the
participants to adhere to time schedule
Distance between chair rows could be at bit more to avoid kicking tables behind when getting up.
Duration of the conference was OK. Not too long , not too short. Most speakers were experienced and subjects were
innovating and interesting.
Excellent presentations and all relevant aspects of the topic were covered. Great location. Nothing bothered me.
Good presentations ideas and on the other hand very bad presentations
Good think was the balance between expierence based presentations and research presentation
I am somewhat bothered as the conference was too much profiled as an GL event (STG profile was too low). Why not using
an independent questionaire provider but again GL?
I wanted to hear presentation from European and Japanese yard too.
It was more a "green ship" rather than "ship efficiency!
Like: get overall picture of developments within this field Dislike: not that much new has developed (repetition of what has
been said before) Too much focus on regulations, instead of solutions.

an independent questionaire provider but again GL?
I wanted to hear presentation from European and Japanese yard too.
It was more a "green ship" rather than "ship efficiency!
Like: get overall picture of developments within this field Dislike: not that much new has developed (repetition of what has
been said before) Too much focus on regulations, instead of solutions.
Many good papers (.ppt's)- full of substance, but not so good presentations. Too much variation of papers - quality and
content (substance)wise. The non-appearence of shipping companies and their paper contributions!
More presentations with a deeper technical backgroung and not "sales presentations" of different companies.
new contacts and the wide overview of green ideas for marine tecnology
overall picture of optimzation potential was presented / the wartsila presentation was polemic and too many slides and a
sales event also the ABB prsentation all other presentation gave ovaerll information with only a little sales intention
Presentations giving an independant scientific and serious technical information is assumed to be good e.g. market analysis
of marine fuel market. Those presentations containing more than less advertising elements and partly agressinve bench
mark elements to competitors are found to be negative such as Wärtsilä presentation of Dual fuel - this presentation made
me upset due to the presentation atitude, not because of technical content.
Presentations were on time and informative.
The setting .The location of the hotel is excellent - the hotel however appears worne The big international participation
The chairmen of the workshop sections and the STG chairman Dr. Klein I liked best, Mr. Horch's English could not be well
understood.
the different approaches of the different companies of saving energy. Some were to much like advertising speeches and
some speekers were very hard to understand.
The hotel was excellent and position for a maritim confernece is perfect. Some problems with brakes and getting people to
their places in time.
The majority of the presentations looked like company presenatations. The technological novelties were not very highlighted.

